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HALCYON HEIGHTS, BELLE VIEW

Saint James, Barbados

Contact us for viewing at 233-LUXE (5893)

Ideal investment west coast villa suitable for holiday rentals!

&apos;Belle View is an enchanting recently renovated two-storey colonial-style villa, situated on the

platinum west coast of Barbados, close to Holetown and all its amenities and of course the beautiful west

coast beaches less than 10 mins walk and a mere 3 min drive. Standing on a peaceful hillside allowing

splendid views of the turquoise sea and surrounded by beautiful mature vegetation offering cooling shade.

The villa features 5 air conditioned bedrooms, and 6 bathrooms and are decorated with an eye for detail

making this home comfortable and relaxed. The high white ceilings lend an airy atmosphere while the

wooden floors and colonial pieces add a tropical accent.

Each of the two living rooms open out to patios, the upper also opening out to the pool deck, making the

line between indoor and outdoor living fade away. The two ample patios are perfect for entertaining and

relaxing in the heat of the day or watching the most amazing sunsets against a wonderful skyline. The open

plan kitchen and dining area provides formal dining for eight while the upper patio provides less formal

outdoor dining with a beautiful view. The large pool is situated in a very secluded spot and is completed

with raised wooden decks. The raised area above the pool also offers an extra area for outdoor dining that

is ideal as a cosy spot for either lunch or dinner.

More Information

? This listing is over 365 days old. ?Sale Price: 
$1,200,000 US

Property Reference: 
Halcyon Heights, Belle View*

Amenities: 
A/C Bedrooms, Cable/Satellite, Ceiling fans, DVD player, Internet, 

Ocean View, Outdoor Dining, Patio, Pool, Safe, Sun deck, TVExternal Link: 

Yes
Name:

Luxe Caribbean 

Properties Inc.Telephone:

+1-246-233-LUXE 

(5893)
Make Enquiry
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Land Area:  31,022sq. ft

Floor Area:  4,480sq. ft

Listed:  8 Oct 2021
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